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KEY=NOKIA - LENNON DEMARION
BEGINNING SMARTPHONE WEB DEVELOPMENT
BUILDING JAVASCRIPT, CSS, HTML AND AJAX-BASED APPLICATIONS
FOR IPHONE, ANDROID, PALM PRE, BLACKBERRY, WINDOWS MOBILE
AND NOKIA S60
Apress Today’s Web 2.0 applications (think Facebook and Twitter) go far beyond the
conﬁnes of the desktop and are widely used on mobile devices. The mobile Web has
become incredibly popular given the success of the iPhone and BlackBerry, the
importance of Windows Mobile, and the emergence of Palm Pre (and its webOS
platform). At Apress, we are fortunate to have Gail Frederick of the well-known
training site Learn the Mobile Web oﬀer her expert advice in Beginning Smartphone
Web Development. In this book, Gail teaches the web standards and fundamentals
speciﬁc to smartphones and other feature-driven mobile phones and devices. Shows
you how to build interactive mobile web sites using web technologies optimized for
browsers in smartphones Details markup fundamentals, design principles, content
adaptation, usability, and interoperability Explores cross-platform standards and best
practices for the mobile Web authored by the W3C, dotMobi, and similar
organizations Dives deeps into the feature sets of the most popular mobile browsers,
including WebKit, Chrome, Palm Pre webOS, Pocket IE, Opera Mobile, and Skyﬁre By
the end of this book, you’ll have the training, tools, and techniques for creating
robust mobile web experiences on any of these platforms for your favorite
smartphone or other mobile device.

INFORMATION SECURITY AND CRYPTOLOGY - ICISC 2010
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13TH INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE, SEOUL, KOREA, DECEMBER 1-3,
2010, REVISED SELECTED PAPERS
Springer This book constitutes the thoroughly refereed post-conference proceedings
of the 13th International Conference on Information Security and Cryptology, held in
Seoul, Korea, in December 2010. The 28 revised full papers presented were carefully
selected from 99 submissions during two rounds of reviewing. The conference
provides a forum for the presentation of new results in research, development, and
applications in the ﬁeld of information security and cryptology. The papers are
organized in topical sections on cryptanalysis, cryptographic algorithms,
implementation, network and mobile security, symmetric key cryptography,
cryptographic protocols, and side channel attack.

PROGRAMMING THE MOBILE WEB
O'Reilly Media Today's market for mobile apps goes beyond the iPhone to include
BlackBerry, Nokia, Windows Phone, and smartphones powered by Android, webOS,
and other platforms. If you're an experienced web developer, this book shows you
how to build a standard app core that you can extend to work with speciﬁc devices.
You'll learn the particulars and pitfalls of building mobile apps with HTML, CSS, and
other standard web tools. You'll also explore platform variations, ﬁnicky mobile
browsers, Ajax design patterns for mobile, and much more. Before you know it, you'll
be able to create mashups using Web 2.0 APIs in apps for the App Store, App World,
OVI Store, Android Market, and other online retailers. Learn how to use your existing
web skills to move into mobile development Discover key diﬀerences in mobile app
design and navigation, including touch devices Use HTML, CSS, JavaScript, and Ajax
to create eﬀective user interfaces in the mobile environment Learn about
technologies such as HTML5, XHTML MP, and WebKit extensions Understand
variations of platforms such as Symbian, BlackBerry, webOS, Bada, Android, and iOS
for iPhone and iPad Bypass the browser to create oﬄine apps and widgets using web
technologies

BLUETOOTH SECURITY
Artech House This ﬁrst-of-its-kind book, from expert authors actively contributing to
the evolution of Bluetooth speciﬁcations, provides an overview and detailed
descriptions of all the security functions and features of this standard's latest core
release. After categorizing all the security issues involved in ad hoc networking, this
hands-on volume shows you how to design a highly secure Bluetooth system and
implement security enhancements. The book also helps you fully understand the
main security risks involved with introducing Bluetooth-based communications in
your organization

FROM GSM TO LTE-ADVANCED PRO AND 5G
AN INTRODUCTION TO MOBILE NETWORKS AND MOBILE BROADBAND
John Wiley & Sons A comparative introduction to major global wireless standards,
technologies and their applications From GSM to LTE-Advanced Pro and 5G: An
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Introduction to Mobile Networks and Mobile Broadband, 3rd Edition provides
technical descriptions of the various wireless technologies currently in use. It
explains the rationales behind their diﬀering mechanisms and implementations while
exploring the advantages and limitations of each technology. This edition has been
fully updated and substantially expanded to reﬂect the signiﬁcant evolution in
mobile network technology occurring over the past several years. The chapter on
LTE has been extensively enhanced with new coverage of current implementations
of LTE carrier aggregation, mobility management, cell reselection and handover
procedures, as well as the latest developments in 5G radio and core networks in
3GPP. It now features additional information on the TD-LTE air interface, IPv6 in
mobile networks, Network Function Virtualization (NFV) and Narrowband Internet of
Things (NB-IOT). Voice-over-LTE (VoLTE) is now treated extensively in a separate
chapter featuring coverage of the VoLTE call establishment process, dedicated
bearer setup, header compression, speech codec and bandwidth negotiation,
supplementary service conﬁguration and VoLTE emergency calls. In addition,
extensive coverage of Voice-over-Wiﬁ and mission critical communication for public
safety organizations over LTE has been added. The WLAN chapter now provides
coverage of WPA2-Professional with certiﬁcates for authentication in large
deployments, such as the global Eduroam network and the new WLAN 60 GHz air
interface. Bluetooth evolution has been addressed by including a detailed description
of Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) in the chapter devoted to Bluetooth. Describes the
diﬀerent systems based on the standards, their practical implementation and design
assumptions, and the performance and capacity of each system in practice is
analyzed and explained Questions at the end of each chapter and answers on the
accompanying website make this book ideal for self-study or as course material.

THE TELECOMMUNICATIONS HANDBOOK
ENGINEERING GUIDELINES FOR FIXED, MOBILE AND SATELLITE
SYSTEMS
John Wiley & Sons THE TELECOMMUNICATIONS HANDBOOK THE
TELECOMMUNICATIONS HANDBOOK ENGINEERING GUIDELINES FOR FIXED, MOBILE
AND SATELLITE SYSTEMS Taking a practical approach, The Telecommunications
Handbook examines the principles and details of all the major and modern
telecommunications systems currently available to industry and to end-users. It
gives essential information about usage, architectures, functioning, planning,
construction, measurements and optimization. The structure of the book is modular,
giving both overall descriptions of the architectures and functionality of typical use
cases, as well as deeper and practical guidelines for telecom professionals. The focus
of the book is on current and future networks, and the most up-to-date
functionalities of each network are described in suﬃcient detail for deployment
purposes. The contents include an introduction to each technology, its evolution
path, feasibility and utilization, solution and network architecture, and technical
functioning of the systems (signaling, coding, diﬀerent modes for channel delivery
and security of core and radio system). The planning of the core and radio networks
(system-speciﬁc ﬁeld test measurement guidelines, hands-on network planning
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advices and suggestions for parameter adjustments) and future systems are also
described. With contributions from specialists in both industry and academia, the
book bridges the gap between communications in the academic context and the
practical knowledge and skills needed to work in the telecommunications industry.

HANDBOOK OF SEMIOTICS
Indiana University Press History and Classics of Modern Semiotics -- Sign and
Meaning -- Semiotics, Code, and the Semiotic Field -- Language and Language-Based
Codes -- From Structuralism to Text Semiotics: Schools and Major Figures -- Text
Semiotics: The Field -- Nonverbal Communication -- Aesthetics and Visual
Communication.

TAKING YOUR ANDROID TABLETS TO THE MAX
Apress The march of the Android-based tablets has begun, including Galaxy
Samsung Tab, Motorola XOOM, Nook and more. But where do you start? And what
can you do with an Android tablet? Taking Your Android Tablets to the Max is a onestop shop for users of all skill levels, helping you get the most out of any Android
tablet. This book oﬀers: A breakdown of the diﬀerences between an Android 2.0+ or
an Android 3.0 device Tips for choosing the best device for you and how to best
network (i.e., best wireless carrier for 3G or 4G or just WIFI) Detailed walkthroughs
on how to get the most out of your tablet and the apps for it

THE TRAVELLING RABBI
MY AFRICAN TRIBE
Jacana Media Annotation Tracing the journeys of the Travelling Rabbi, this book
highlights Rabbi Silberhafts invaluable work in Africa, from caring for the graves of
the forgotten and performing wedding ceremonies to providing kosher food and
religious insight to various communities. Including numerous storiessome tragic,
others humorous, but always fascinatingthis memoir is a celebration of the resilient
people he encounters and a permanent record of the Jewish communities and
personalities who would otherwise be forgotten.

ADOBE GOLIVE 5.0
Adobe Press Showcases the Web design and publishing tool's updated features,
covering toolbars, palettes, site management tools, layout design, Cascading Style
Sheets, and image maps.

PHILOSOPHICAL WRITINGS OF PEIRCE
Courier Corporation Arranged and integrated to reveal epistemology,
phenomenology, theory of signs, other major topics. Includes "The Fixation of
Beliefs," "How to Make Our Ideas Clear," and "The Criterion of Validity in Reasoning."

ELEMENTS OF SEMIOLOGY
Macmillan "In his Course in General Linguistics, ﬁrst published in 1916, Saussure
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postulated the existence of a general science of signs, or Semiology, of which
linguistics would form only one part. Semiology, therefore aims to take in any system
of signs, whatever their substance and limits; images, gestures, musical sounds,
objects, and the complex associations of all these, which form the content of ritual,
convention or public entertainment: these constitute, if not languages, at least
systems of signiﬁcation . . . The Elements here presented have as their sole aim the
extraction from linguistics of analytical concepts which we think a priori to be
suﬃciently general to start semiological research on its way. In assembling them, it
is not presupposed that they will remain intact during the course of research; nor
that semiology will always be forced to follow the linguistic model closely. We are
merely suggesting and elucidating a terminology in the hope that it may enable an
initial (albeit provisional) order to be introduced into the heterogeneous mass of
signiﬁcant facts. In fact what we purport to do is furnish a principle of classiﬁcation of
the questions. These elements of semiology will therefore be grouped under four
main headings borrowed from structural linguistics: I. Language and Speech; II.
Signiﬁed and Signiﬁer; III. Syntagm and System; IV. Denotation and Connotation."-Roland Barthes, from his Introduction

COLLECTED PAPERS OF CHARLES SANDERS PEIRCE
Thoemmes Press Charles Sanders Peirce (1839-1914) is best known as the founder
of pragmatism - the philosophy that assesses the meaning of what we say by its
practical consequences. His writings cover a wide range of subjects and his inﬂuence
can be seen in ethics, aesthetics, symbolic logic, religion, epistemology and
metaphysics, and also scientiﬁc topics.

SWEPT INTO DESTINY
Crossriver Media Group One brave decision leads to serious consequences. Maggie is
secretly educating the slaves at Spirit Wind Manor. But the manor's serenity is soon
threatened by abolitionist John Brown. A new republic looms on the horizon and with
Abraham Lincoln's presidency, her countrymen's anger escalates as secession
spreads across the southern states. With the ﬁres of civil war glowing on the horizon,
Maggie is swept into its embers realizing she is in love with the manor's
hardworking, handsome Irishman Ben McConnell. Ben joins the Union Army and
Maggie is forced to call him her enemy. An unexpected chain of events leads her into
choosing where her loyalties lie. Conscience and consequence-did she care more for
Ben or for her beloved South? As the battle between North and South rages, Maggie
is torn. Was Ben right? Had this Irish immigrant perceived the truth of what God had
predestined for America?

BANK
INTERIOR
AFFECTIVE HEALTH AND MASCULINITIES IN SOUTH AFRICA
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AN ETHNOGRAPHY OF (IN)VULNERABILITY
Routledge Aﬀective Health and Masculinities in South Africa explores how diﬀerent
masculinities modulate substance use, interpersonal violence, suicidality, and AIDS
as well as recovery cross-culturally. With a focus on three male protagonists living in
very distinct urban areas of Cape Town, this comparative ethnography shows that
men’s struggles to become invulnerable increase vulnerability. Through an analysis
of masculinities as social assemblages, the study shows how aﬀective health
problems are tied to modern individualism rather than African ‘tradition’ that has
become a cliché in Eurocentric gender studies. Aﬀective health is conceptualized as
a balancing act between autonomy and connectivity that after colonialism and
apartheid has become compromised through the imperative of self-reliance. This
book provides a rare perspective on young men’s vulnerability in everyday life that
may aﬀect the reader and spark discussion about how masculinities in relationships
shape physical and psychological health. Moreover, it shows how men change in the
face of distress in ways that may look diﬀerent than global health and gendertransformative approaches envision. Thick descriptions of actual events over the life
course make the study accessible to both graduate and undergraduate students in
the social sciences. Contributing to current debates on mental health and
masculinity, this volume will be of interest to scholars from various disciplines
including anthropology, gender studies, African studies, psychology, and global
health.

MOBILE USABILITY: HOW NOKIA CHANGED THE FACE OF THE MOBILE
PHONE
McGraw Hill Professional When it comes to delivering product design innovations to
mobile device users, Nokia is the yardstick by which all others are judged. Now the
process and working methods that have enabled Nokia to revolutionize usability are
fully explained for the ﬁrst time in this beautiful, four-color book. Written with insight
by two veterans of Nokia's design triumphs (co-author Christian Lindholm was
featured in the August 2002 issue of Business 2.0 magazine)this one-of-a-kind
reference vividly delivers: * The complete design process, from concept creation to
product testing * The future of small interfaces * Usability engineering in practice in
the mobile environment * The elements of a Nokia User Interface * First person
accounts of the product development cycle Learn the processes that helped Nokia
develop the world's most desirable handheld

ADOBE AFTER EFFECTS 3.1
Hayden Books Written by the staﬀ of the Adobe After Eﬀects product team, this book
is the fastest, easiest way to learn and master Adobe After Eﬀects and have it up
and working in hours. The CD contains movies, clips, images, sounds, and type used
in tutorial ﬁles.

THE BIOPOLITICS OF GENDER
Oxford University Press, USA This title provides a theoretically and methodologically
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new and distinct approach to gender through the frameworks of biopolitics and
genealogy, theorising it as a historically speciﬁc apparatus of biopower. Through the
use of a diverse mix of historical and contemporary documents, the book explores
how the problematisation of intersex infant genitalia in 1950s psychiatry propelled
the emergence of the gender apparatus in order to socialise sexed individuals into
the ideal productive and reproductive subjects of White, middle-class postwar
America.

POEMS WE LOVE
MAGGIE FOR HIRE
Createspace Independent Pub When monsters appear on Earth, Maggie MacKay is on
the job. No one is better at hauling the creepy crawlies back where they belong. No
one, that is, except Maggie's dad, who vanished in the middle of an assignment.
Now, an elf named Killian has shown up with a gig. Seems Maggie's uncle teamed up
with the forces of dark to turn Earth into a vampire convenience store, serving
bottomless reﬁlls on humans. Ah, family... The only hope for survival lies in tracking
down two magical artifacts and a secret that disappeared with Maggie's dad.
WARNING: This book contains cussing, brawling, and unladylike behavior. Proceed
with caution.

WHEN JESUS CAME TO HARVARD
MAKING MORAL CHOICES TODAY
Houghton Miﬄin Harcourt A prominent theologian takes a new look at the stories of
Jesus from a modern perspective to demonstrate how his parables and teachings can
bridge the gap between the ancient and modern world to serve as contemporary
guidelines for leading a moral life, explaining how to extrapolate answers for such
issues as civil rights, aging, and teenage drug use. Reprint.

BASIC ELECTRONICS
SOLID STATE
S. Chand Publishing Aims of the Book:The foremost and primary aim of the book is to
meet the requirements of students pursuing following courses of study:1.Diploma in
Electronics and Communication Engineering(ECE)-3-year course oﬀered by various
Indian and foreign polytechnics and technical institutes like city and guilds of London
Institute(CGLI).2.B.E.(Elect.& Comm.)-4-year course oﬀered by various Engineering
Colleges.eﬀorts have beenmade to cover the papers:Electronics-I & II and Pulse and
Digital Circuits.3.B.Sc.(Elect.)-3-Year vocationalised course recently introduced by
Approach.

DIGITAL LEGACY
TAKE CONTROL OF YOUR DIGITAL AFTERLIFE
Do you know what will happen to your digital "stuﬀ" when you die?No? Rest assured,
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you are not alone. This increasingly important but relatively unknown subject
involves what happens to all of your accounts, social media, emails, photos, and
documents and how you will be remembered in your online afterlife.This book will let
you take control of your online afterlife and ensure that your important digital assets
are treated according to your wishes. Given that the average person spends close to
seven hours per day online it's a must-read for everyone.Death: of course it's not an
easy subject for any of us. Indeed, there are few subjects more diﬃcult to discuss or
imagine than death. It's like we'd rather talk about anything else than the one
universal experience we all share. But it's now one that also needs to be addressed
in the digital age. Digital Legacy: Take Control Of Your Online Afterlife provides both
the context of how we got here but also the right guidance to move forward with
your planning today. Authored by two tech executives (also former Googlers) and
founders of the digital-legacy platform GoodTrust -- Daniel Sieberg and Rikard
Steiber, CEO and founder of GoodTrust -- the book outlines the pitfalls, challenges
and opportunities that are important for all of us to tackle.

SOFA CHICAGO
SCULPTURE, OBJECTS & FUNCTIONAL ART
PROGRAMMING THE IPHONE USER EXPERIENCE
DEVELOPING AND DESIGNING COCOA TOUCH APPLICATIONS
"O'Reilly Media, Inc." Apple's iPhone and iPod Touch not only feature the world's
most powerful mobile operating system, they also usher in a new standard of
human-computer interaction through gestural interfaces and multi-touch navigation.
This book provides you with a hands-on, example-driven tour of UIKit, Apple's user
interface toolkit, and includes common design patterns to help you create new
iPhone and iPod Touch user experiences. Using Apple's Cocoa Touch framework,
you'll learn how to build applications that respond in unique ways when users tap,
slide, swipe, tilt, shake, or pinch the screen. Programming the iPhone User
Experience is a perfect companion to Apple's Human Interface Guidelines, and
provides the practical information you need to develop innovative applications for
the iPhone and iPod Touch, whether you're a CTO, developer, or UI/UX designer.
Understand the basics of the Cocoa Touch framework for building iPhone and iPod
Touch applications Learn theory and best practices for using Cocoa Touch to develop
applications with engaging and eﬀective user interfaces Apply your knowledge of
Objective-C to the iPhone/iPod Touch framework Customize standard UIKit views
according to Apple's Human Interface Guidelines and usability principles Learn
patterns for handling user experience concerns outside of the interface, such as
network- and location-awareness

EILEEN MCHUGH - A LIFE REMADE BY MARY REYNOLDS
Ukiyoto Publishing Eileen McHugh - a life remade - is a novel about a sculptor whose
creative life ended in the 1970s. She left no work, but now an archive of her notes
and sketches has come into the possession of Mary Reynolds, who is determined to
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resurrect the artist’s life and reconstruct her work. She contacts people who knew
Eileen as a child and as a student in London. Via these partial memories, she
recreates the artist and her work.Eileen McHugh is an artist. She is a sculptor. She
seeks no avenues of compromise in her work. Her career was short and unnoticed.
Paradoxically, one of her works has achieved viral status on the internet via a
photograph posted in the name of Mary Reynolds, who now wants to create a
biography of the artist and a discussion of her work so that she can create a museum
to display it. She has contacted Eileen’s mother and has the artist’s sketchbooks and
notes. Eileen wanted to tell stories in her work, stories that arose out of the detritus
of people’s lives, their bits and pieces of discarded trash. Her art, at one stage, is
described as ‘oﬀ the wall’ as well as on it. The form of the book, however, repeatedly
illustrates how lives themselves mirror this state. The lives of people who knew the
artist come to mimic new works created by Eileen, assemblages of life’s discarded
bits and pieces.

NEW YORK IN PYJAMARAMA
Join our pyjama clad hero as he leaves his bedroom to see the sights of New York at
night time. Dodge the traﬃc, be dazzled by the lights on Broadway and take in the
dizzying heights of the Big Apple's skyline.

A SERIES OF PLAYS
IN WHICH IT IS ATTEMPTED TO DELINEATE THE STRONGER PASSIONS
OF THE MIND, EACH PASSION BEING THE SUBJECT OF A TRAGEDY
AND A COMEDY ...
WHITE SHROUD
Considered by many to be Lithuania's most important work of modernist ﬁction, this
novel tells the story of Antanas Garsva, an emigre poet working as an elevator
operator in a large New York hotel in the 1950s.

TIGERS IN RED WEATHER
Bond Street Books Summer seemed to arrive at that moment, with its mysterious
mixture of salt, cold ﬂesh and fuel. Nick and her cousin, Helena, have grown up
sharing sultry summer heat, sunbleached boat docks, and midnight gin parties on
Martha's Vineyard in a glorious old family estate known as Tiger House. In the days
following the end of the Second World War, the world seems to oﬀer itself up, and
the two women are on the cusp of their 'real lives': Helena is oﬀ to Hollywood and a
new marriage, while Nick is heading for a reunion with her own young husband,
Hughes, about to return from the war. Soon the gilt begins to crack. Helena's
husband is not the man he seemed to be, and Hughes has returned from the war
distant, his inner light curtained over. On the brink of the 1960s, back at Tiger
House, Nick and Helena--with their children, Daisy and Ed--try to recapture that
sense of possibility. But when Daisy and Ed discover the victim of a brutal murder,
the intrusion of violence causes everything to unravel. The members of the family
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spin out of their prescribed orbits, secrets come to light, and nothing about their
lives will ever be the same. Brilliantly told from ﬁve points of view, with a magical
elegance and suspenseful dark longing, Tigers in Red Weather is an unforgettable
debut novel from a writer of extraordinary insight and accomplishment.

DEMON FAMILIAR
Ellora's Cave Pulled from the void by a binding spell, demon essence becomes
mortal-familiar, and Ianthe forms, yielding to her preference for the female shape.
She longs to live a human life, to love as a human, and while she's escaped the dark
realm and the lord she called master, she can't escape her nature. Incubus,
succubus, Ianthe is able to shift between male and female forms, though both
aspects need to be fed. She could have any man, but it's Homicide Detective Miguel
Torres she wants, the man who unknowingly summoned and bound her. Their
attraction is intense, immediate, and Miguel believes he'll never want another-until
he meets Ian, Ianthe's mysterious twin. Attempting to withstand needs and urges
denied since childhood, Miguel buries himself in Ianthe's lush body as he battles his
attraction to Ian. Then drowns in shame when he succumbs to it-only to have the
murder of a gay teen force him to revisit the past...before he loses his future.

3D MADNESS!
Prentice Hall 3D Madness! takes advantage of the growing interest in this area of
computer graphics. 3D Madness! includes lots of tips, tricks, and traps as well as a
Top 100 Graphics Techniques featured in the text and referenced in a jump table on
the inside front cover. The CD-ROM is ﬁlled with 3D software. The disk contains a
subset of the material on the CD-ROM.

100 LOVE SPELLS
Let love be the key to set your magic free! There are a lot of misconceptions about
love magic. Many people think love and their mind gutters to romance and sex. Love
is more than that. It is love for family, friends, lovers, self, and pets. It is about
courage, healing, and conﬁdence. From rituals, charms, recipes, aﬀrimations, and
tips we oﬀer over 100 ways you can bring love into your life. The power of love is
alive! Diverse in practice and style, 100 Love Spells is a compendium of love magic
brought to you from various witches and authors of Witch Way Magazine. Packed
with practical magic for the novice and expert alike, this book oﬀers a bit of magic
for all the world's love witches. With these easy to master spellcasting tips and tricks
you will learn how to: Attract love with spells for conﬁdence, glamour, and passion.
See your destiny with the power of divination. Conjure love potions and edible magic
for your heart's content. Awaken lust and celebrate your sensuality. Understand the
ethics of love magic and free will. Whether you are looking for new love,
strengthening an existing one, or healing yourself in the process, 100 Love Spells is
for those looking to enhance their lives with the potent and powerful magic of love.

JUVENILE JOURNEY
Pustak Mahal
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THE BURDENS OF BEING UPRIGHT
Hal Leonard Publishing Corporation Tracy Bonham is one of the new breed of female
alternative rockers in the Alanis Morissette vein. This features 12 songs from her
album.

TEACHING MOVEMENT & DANCE
A SEQUENTIAL APPROACH TO RHYTHMIC MOVEMENT
High/Scope Foundation Grade level: 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, e, i, s, t.

MY MOTHER CALLS ME YALTEP
WHICH WAY, BIG MAN?
AND FIVE OTHER PLAYS
Nora Vagi Brash was born in Dagoda village, Central Province, Papua New Guinea.
She wrote her ﬁrst play, The High Cost of Living Diﬀerently, in 1975 while working as
artistic direct and actor for the National Theatre Company of Papua New Guinea.
Which Way, Big Man? followed later that year. In 1985 she was awarded the
independence medal for her play Taurama. The plays in this collection make use of
Papua New Guinea's three national languages, Hiri Motu, Tok Pisin and English, and
reﬂect the changes aﬀecting life in a diverse society.

THE POETRY OF RELIGIOUS SORROW IN EARLY MODERN ENGLAND
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